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INFORMATION SHEET
Permanent / Semi-Permanent Electric Fencing
Since 1982 Kiwitech permanent electric fences have enabled thousands of farmers to affordably and effectively subdivide
in order to better utilise pasture. No other permanent electric fencing system is as tough, flexible or as quick to construct.

Key Advantages
Typical 3 Wire Kiwitech Sheep/Cattle Fence
Integral fence components, unique to Kiwitech, are exploded.

Cost:
$0.98/m
NZD (GST excl) for a
1000m long fence
(not including labour or
strainer posts)

Post Type:
10mm
Plain & Arrow (50%,
50%) (12m spacing)

Clip Type:
10mm Single
Wedge Clip

Low-cost!
Quick & Simple to Construct
Tough
Versatile
Modular
Easy to Maintain
Labour Saving

Clever Gate Systems

www.kiwitech.co.nz

A 1000m fence can cost as little as $520.00 NZD.
No expertise or heavy machinery required - save on labour costs.
Low tensioned, high-tensile wires stretch with any impact and spring back unharmed.
Suits any terrain (flat to steep), any earth type (rocky to sandy) any stock type (sheep to
deer).
Wires can be added, heights adjusted with relative ease.
No electric shorting out or leakage with fibreglass posts. Wire tension or a broken wire is
quick and simple to fix.
Modified vehicles and synthetic-soled pedestrians can cross anywhere along the fence
line without stopping to open gates or alter course while travelling between jobs.
Kiwitech gates are virtually an extension of the fence line (they have all the same
qualities), can be as wide as 20m and, instead of being a necessary expense, become
an optional extra as pinning down or propping up a Kiwitech fence enables stock to cross
from one paddock to the next.
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